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Introduction
JKB Consultancy (Pty) Ltd is a consultancy firm based in Cape Town, South
Africa and was founded to act as an intermediary business platform that
provides the best money making opportunities in order to empower global
citizens through technology.

Its main areas of interest are:

 Business Consultancy
 Cryptocurrency Investment
 International Projects Funding

Connect with us to discover other business opportunities

*Disclaimer: Information found in this document can be amended at any time.
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Business Consultancy
JKB Consultancy works with partners from around the world and in different
spheres of business. Please contact us in order to discuss possible solutions to
meet your individual and / or business related challenges.

JKB Consultancy general e-mail address: general@jkb-consultancy.com

Cryptocurrency Investment
With the rise of cryptocurrencies and especially Bitcoin, which has recently
grown exponentially; taking advantage of that state in order to build wealth has
now become a priority for all. There are certainly several other ways of earning
from cryptocurrencies but we will be focussing on just mining and being able to
earn on a daily basis, and that is from anywhere in the world it is allowed.

Featured Business Opportunity
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BitClub Network was founded in 2014 by a team of Blockchain experts, working
together to create an unprecedented mining opportunity. Its mission is to help
everyone cash in on the cryptocurrency opportunity provided by the emerging
Blockchain technology. BitClub Network is one of the world’s top 10 Bitcoin
mining pools, and has also helped its members increase their digital holdings of
Ethereum, DASH, Monero, and Zcash.

*BitClub Network membership is by invitation only and costs $99.00 (Once Off)

BitClub Network Homepage
http://bitclub.bz/josephkb

List of Official Mining Pools
https://www.blockchain.com/pools
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BitClub Network offers the option to members to purchase as many shares as they can afford from any or all of their
proposed mining pools. The members are paid daily for 1000 days (Monday to Sunday) and can adjust how much of their
earnings they want to be made available for withdrawal or reinvestment.
You are in control, you decide.
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BitClub Network also provides to members the opportunity to mine Ethereum, Ethereum Classic, Monero, Dash and ZCash.
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BitClub Network Compensation Plan
BitClub Network is building one of the largest mining pools in the world and everyone who joins can get a piece of all the
digital tokens being mined daily.
Not only do we give you mining earnings but we have a cutting edge referral based compensation plan that can be very
profitable.
The whole concept of "Mining" is tough for most people to grasp because it's basically a machine that prints money. These
specialized mining machines plug into the wall and they start producing Bitcoin or other Digital Assets. These coins can
then be exchanged for cash or you can hold them and spend them directly.

How Do I Get Paid?
We have 3 Bitcoin mining pools and a GPU mining pool that you can participate in. When you purchase a share of these
mining pools you are actually purchasing a contract for 1,000 days of Bitcoin mining or 1,000 days of GPU mining.
For each share purchased you will receive a daily payouts of whatever is being mined in the pool you purchased. These
commissions are paid to your BitClub wallet and each pool has their own requirements to use a certain percentage of your
earnings for expansion, maintenance, electricity, cooling, and other expenses.
The reason our pay plan is so exciting is because you are paid commissions on EVERY person that you share this
opportunity with. Anytime they earn Bitcoin from a share of the mining pool you will also earn a percentage based on
where they fall in your Level Up structure.

Want to find out more? Become a member.
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International Projects Funding
As a broker, JKB Consultancy works in partnership with international funding
consulting firms which refer to themselves as gatekeepers. They already have a
database of existing investors and funders around the world.
Two options are currently available:
1. Seeking Investor(s), Loan or a Blend (Investor and Loan)
- Minimum Requested Amount of $1 000 000.00
- Business Plan must be comprehensive (In English and only American
Dollar as currency)

2. Seeking Loan only
- Minimum Requested Amount of $20 000 000.00
- Must have a collateral in the form of:
a. Sovereign or Government Guarantee (For most countries)
b. Bank Instrument (BG or SBLC) from a top-tier bank that is above
investment grade
c. AA/AAA BOND

JKB Consultancy advisor profile on Smergers
*Please contact Joseph Kulutu for more information and be taken through
the initial approval process.

E-mail address: joseph.kulutu@jkb-consultancy.com
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Conclusion
Thank you for taking the time to read thus far. It has been highly appreciated
and a real pleasure to sharing with you a stress-free way anyone on the planet
with or without any kind of experience could be earning online with
cryptocurrencies.
JKB Consultancy is looking forward to tackle your business related challenges
as well as funding needs and be able to offer adequate solutions through its
business consultancy expertise. Should you have any kind of queries, please do
not hesitate to contact us through the details below.

“Together for a brighter future”

Contact Details
Mr. Joseph Kulutu






Consultant
Contact #: +27 78 541 0228
Skype: jokulutu
Telegram: https://telegram.me/JKBConsultancy
eMail Address: Joseph.kulutu@jkb-consultancy.com
Webpage: http://www.jkb-consultancy.com

Connect with us to discover other business opportunities
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